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TIMKEN is
a Basic Principle of
Modern
Machine Design
The use of Timken Tapered Roller Bearings is a basic
principle in the design of all types of industrial machin-
ery, and student engineers will find it well worth while
to study their possibilities in conjunction with the
modern anti-friction necessities which they are required
to meet.
Timken Bearings provide the highest possible degree of
anti-friction efficiency. . . but more than that, they
furnish complete protection against each and every type
of load which may be encountered—radial loads, thrust
loads or both together in any combination.
This all-load ability is found in the basic design of the
Timken Bearing, through the exclusive combination of
Timken tapered construction, Timken positively aligned
rolls and Timken-made steel.
In future years machine operating speeds will be higher,
loads will be heavier and the necessity for accuracy even
more exacting than it is now, but engineers who know
their Timkens will be able to comply with all production
demands at the lowest possible cost. The Timken Roller
Bearing Company, Canton, Ohio.
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A Year's Progress with the Technic
The Present Staff Retires with the
Publication of this Issue
Allen G. Stimson, General Mgr.
Rose has witnessed the
most progressive year of the
Technic. Yet the future
holds posssibilities of even
greater achievements. The
renaissance has merely com-
menced but the foundation
has been laid for steady ad-
vancement. Although this
publishing year has been ac-
companied by the most se-
vere business depression in
history, the Technic has for
the first time in history re-
alized a substantial profit
and at the same time im-
proved the editorial quality
and general appearance of
the magazine.
Improvements
The success of the Technic has
been due in a large measure to the
splendid cooperation of the staff.
All members have worked hard and
consistently. A year ago affairs
were in a turmoil. Financial state-
ments were never prepared and
statistics were not available for
preparing budgets and justifying
expenditures. Last April a set of
books was opened which, with a
few elaborations, has proved ade-
quate and will probably serve for
many years to come. Monthly bal-
ance sheets and earning statements
have been regularly prepared so
that now the statistics essential to
efficient management are available.
Individual records for each sub-
scriber are kept, wherein the pay-
ments are prorated over the months
covered by his subscription so that
the exact income from subscriptions
can be determined for each month.
The editors keep a record of the
contributions of the staff and other
students so that it can be known in
advance which men are most eligi-
ble for election or re-election. The
circulation department prepares
each month a statement of distri-
bution showing the number of
copies dispatched to each class of
subscribers. This department also
reports the cost of sainple copies
and letters sent to prospective sub-
scribers, the number sent, the per-
centage of replies received, the net
profit and the percent renewals of
old subscriptions. At the first of
the publishing year the advertising
manager prepared a statement of
advertising revenue expectancy
subdivided by months. A similar
statement of subscription revenue
expectancy was prepared and also
a budget of expenses for the cur-
rent year. From these three re-
ports a preliminary profit and loss
statement was drafted. After
making reserves for contingencies
and contract cancellations the al-
lowable expenditures for all items
were easily determined. This pre-
liminary estimate has been largely
responsible for the steady earnings
of the Technic this year.
The Technic office has under-
gone radical changes. A complete
file of all documents is now being
kept which it is hoped will pre-
serve some of the valuable statis-
tics which have been so laborious-
ly compiled. Each member of the
staff has a mail box for memor-
andums, special printed forms for
which have been provided. A new
file has been constructed for old
issues of the Technic. We have a
complete set of all issues published
since its beginning in 1891. A huge
file is now under construction for
engravings and electros. The effi-
cient way in which the staff has
performed its work is most credit-
able. A standard schedule was
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prepared which every man fol-
lowed as closely as possible. The
Technic has never failed to appear
on time this year.
The Editorial Staff
Each member of the staff de-
serves personal mention for all are
worthy. Frederick Bogardus has
very competently filled the position
of Literary Editor. He has been
largely responsible for the im-
proved make-up and general ap-
pearance of the magazine. Too
much can not be said of his abil-
ity.
Chester Stock, associate editor,
deserves honorable mention for the
superb manner in which he dis-
patched the work. His was the
duty of collecting all copy, editing
it, and delivering it to the printer
on time. Punctuality has charac-
terized all of his work.
The Alumni department has
been improved immeasureably
under the guidance of Herndon
Witt, Alumni Editor. Mr. Witt
has done all the work connected
with this department where two
men were required heretofore. The
increased •interest of alumni in the
Technic is a direct result of his
commendable work.
Donald Snangenberg has been
responsible for the department of
Athletics. Everyone who has read
his interesting write-ups has com-
mented upon the excellent quality
thereof.
Lee Kelsey is the engineer who
has prepared the many interesting
technical articles which have ap-
peared in the department of Re-
search and Progress. His material
has always been prepared on time
and seldom needs correction.
Robert Mees is the campus re-
porter and has prepared the mul-
titude of interesting articles which
have appeared in the Campus News
section. He has done an excellent
job and deserves special mention.
John Richardson has been the
worthy assistant in the Campus
News section. His work has al-
ways been done well and warrants
commendation.
The Business Staff
Robert Roach heads the business
staff as Business Manager. He has
been largely responsible for the
many improvements in the methods
of business management and the
excellent financial condition of the
Technic. Credit is due Mr. Roach
for the splendid work he has done
and it is hoped that his successor
will be equally competent.
The advertising department has
been led by Hans Fischer. Al-
though the current year has wit-
nessed a severe business depres-
sion the gross advertising revenue
of the Technic has been increased.
The untiring work of Mr. Fischer
in soliciting advertising and the
exacting way in which he has pre-
pared the various reports is evi-
dence of his character.
The April issue will be pub-
lished jointly by the old and new
staffs in order to initiate the new
staff into its duties. With capable
men at its head the Rose Technic
will maintain the leadership it has
won among undergraduate engi-
neering magazines.
Myron J. Clark has been the As-
sistant Advertising Manager. He
has sold a large volume of adver-
tising and has been prompt and
accurate in all of his work.
Paul Froeb is Circulation Man-
ager. Too much cannot be said in
his behalf. His promptness in
mailing the magazines, his success-
ful circulation campaigns, his ac-
curate records and reports, and his
willingness to work indicate a
character such as few men possess.
Albert Ahlers has been the As-
sistant Circulation Manager. He
has given unsparingly of his time
and has assisted the Circulation
Manager in every way possible. He
has also served as office custodian
and hence deserves credit for the
orderly condition of our head-
quarters.
Robert Clark, Art Editor, has
executed many of the excellent il-
lustrations which have appeared
in the magazine. His fine talent
for art work makes him one of the
most valuable assets of the staff.
Robert Finfrock has been Humor
Editor. Everyone has appreciated
the witty contents of that depart-
ment and realized that only Mr.
Finfrock could produce such hu-
mor.
The Advisors
Professor Faurot has been our
Faculty advisor and counselor for
several years. The Technic hereby
extends to him its most sincere ap-
preciation of the arduous work he
has done and for his painstaking
care in reading the copy.
Professor Gray has supervised
the financial administration of the
Technic. The Technic wishes to
take this opportunity to thank him
for the many hours he has given
to our work. It was he who first
conceived and installed the splen-
did system of accounting which
now guides the business adminis-
tration, and it is he who audits the
financial statements and offers com-
petent counsel on all matters.
Conclusion
In closing I want to say that it
has been a great pleasure and an
honor to be a member of such a
competent staff. I have no criti-
cisms or faults to find with any
member and only can state that I
am sorry to relinquish my position
on the staff of the Rose Technic. I
have cherished, many plans which
have not been realized but I fee'
that a solid foundation has been
laid upon which future boards will
build a publication, the technical
excellence of which shall surpass
any limits of which we can now
conceive. I have much faith in
the future of Rose and feel that
through the medium of the Tech-
nic it can show the world the qual-
ity of its undergraduate work. May
the new staff feel its responsibilityl
and perform its duties even better
than has the retiring staff.
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Results indicate that organi-
zation of thinking is necessary
to the engineering student
Cut courtesy Westinghouse Elec. and Man. Co
Economical Thinking
By Herman A. Moench
Listructor in Electrical Engineering
With a crowded engineer-
ing curriculum, careless or-
ganization of study habits
is costly. The engineering
student must be able to ap-
ply analytical methods not
only to mechanical process-
es but also to his own men-
tal processes.
A discussion of economy in
thinking might be somewhat
vagely attributed to the prevailing
business depression. At first
thought a reduction in the output
of useful thinking such as pro-
posed in the "Ten-year Holiday for
Science" might seem just as rea-
sonable as the curtailing of indus-
trial production. On the contrary,
no matter how imperative a policy
of economy and retrenchment in
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industrial methods may be at this
time, certainly the quality or quan-
tity of intelligent thinking should
not be diminished. Indeed, the de-
mand is more insistent than ever
be f ore that the scientifically
trained graduate should devote his
analytical abilities thoroughly and
efficiently to the solution of the
problems of our economic system
and, more recently, of our social
order.
The excuse for the existence of
the engineering college is the as-
sumption that the best way to pre-
pare students to take their places
in our economic system is to re-
quire them to solve typical prob-
lems. To be able to do this re-
quires the assimilation and organi-
zation of certain fundamentals in
the field of scientific knowledge
and the development of analytical
ability in applying these funda-
mentals. It is reasonable, then, to
assert that in the college the great-
er emphasis is to be placed, not on
the answer or solution, but rather
on the method of attackin,g the
problem.
This method of attack is com-
monly a process of analytical think-
ing or reasoning. The engineering
student, confronted with a curri-
culum full of such required pro-
cesses, might reasonably be ex-
pected to be somewhat interested
in ways of reducing to a minimum
the time and effort required to
reach a given result.
A brief discussion of how we
think, and of typical student prob-
lems, such as how to attack an ex-
amination question, and how to
complete a thesis project, may help
to indicate the trend of these ideas
about economy in thinking.
(Continued to page 21)
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The Automotive Diesel
Mechanical and
Economical Difficulties
Hinder Progress
By John Povelones, m., '32
As the high efficiency of
diesel motors is appreciated
by most people, the diesel
engine as a source of auto-
motive power has attracted
much attention lately due to
the satisfactory performance
of recent experimental cars.
On this basis it is often as-
sumed that the diesel motor-
ed car is the coming thing
in motordom. Considera-
tion, however, shows that
the problem is more than
one of a mechanical nature,
but is primarily a problem of
economics.
The diesel engine is one type of
prime mover that is held in high
esteem by most budding engineers.
When diesel motors operate suc-
cessfully in European motor-
coaches, it is hard to see why prac-
tically no headway has been made
in this direction in America.
In Europe it is estimated that
at least one thousand motor
coaches and busses are in operation
using this principle. In America
there have been three attempts at
diesel powered automobiles, one a
Hill 4 cylinder marine diesel in-
stalled in a Reo Speedwagon, and
the other two are jobs put out by
the Cummins Engine Co. of Co-
lumbus, Ind. The Reo truck made
a record run from Lansing. Mich.,
to New York City at a cost of
$.003375 per ton mile and on the
return trip, with a heavier load,
at a cost of $.00418 per ton mile.
a new record for low cost trans-
portation. The first Cummins
auto was built last year and was
a marine motor of 6 cylinders
fitted into a Packard chassis, the
second a racer built around the
same type of engine. At Daytona
Beach it established a speed of
over 100 miles per hour. This is
about all that has been done in
America.
Undoubtedly, the diesel motor is
superior to the gasoline engine in
several respects. In the first place,
its torque i greater than that of
the gasoline engine for correspond-
ing speeds. The diesel, in this re-
spect, has more of the characteris-
tics of a steam engine. Due to lack
of data, a comparison of actual dif-
ferences cannot be shown here. Al-
though the Cummins car that was
mentioned employed an engine that
had a maximum speed of about
1000 rpm., nevertheless the car pos-
sessed acceleration characteristics
much superior to those of the ordi-
nary automobile. In fact a ride in
even a good automobile after a
ride in the Cummins car produced
an impression of sluggishness
when the car was accelerated. A
second advantage of the diesel is
its better fuel economy. This means
lower operating costs. The Cum-
mins engines have a fuel consump-
tion of from .4 to .5 lbs. fuel per
b. h. p. This efficiency is only ap-
proached by the very best airplane
engines. However, Mr. R. E. Wil-
son, of the Standard Oil Co. of In-
diana, says that with an adequate-
ly cooled engine and with the use
6.8% Kerosene
2% Adisc.
3.5% Lub.01/6
The percentage of fuel oil
shown represents a daily
production of 1,074,000
barrels daily in 1927,
of a fuel of a really high antiknock
value—preferably a fuel having
good natural antiknock properties,
to which substantial quantities of
tetraethyl lead have been added—
it is possible to obtain as great or
even a greater horsepower per
pound of fuel than from any air-
plane diesel yet developed. The
reason for this is that the best effi-
ciency in diesel motors lies some-
where below 1100 rpm. Other
possible advantages are a lessened
fire hazard, quite a problem in
airplane work, and a slower speed
that simplifies the balancing prob-
lem. The slow speed is a disad-
vantage, though, for the power
transmit ion system must be more
rugged. In closing the subject of
advantages, it may be quoted from
a paper. entitled "Survey of Mo-
bile-Type Diesel Engines," pre-
sented by C. G. A. Rosen before
the Society of Automotive Engi-
neers that, "If its combustion effi-
ciency is sufficiently high to insure
low running cost, together with re-
liability on average fuel, the low
compression oil engine has a chance
in types designed for speeds above
1000 rpm., as this field lacks ser-
ious diesel competition. . . . Lower
operating cost, superior lugging
characteristics and a simple and
more positive fuel system assure
its future."
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Disadvantages
In spite of these desirable char-
acteristics there are a number of
more or less serious mechanical
difficulties which must be solved.
In the first place the diesel motor
is not, primarily, a variable speed
motor. The speed variation be-
tween makimum and minimum is
much less than the range covered
by the gasoline motor. The motor
can not be pulled below a certain
point by an overload, for the fuel
injector, regulated by some gov-
erning device, admits more fuel
than the air can burn up. The
upper limit in the speed range is
the point where the fuel pumps
can inject fuel with sufficient
quickness and at the proper point
for proper combustion. In many
of the really high speed diesel en-
gines, such as those in Europe that
have reached speeds of 3000 rpm.,
which is about five times the speed
of the average engine, pressures in
the fuel lines have ranged from
5,000 to 10,000 lbs. per sq. in. With-
out such enormous pressures proper
atomization and sufficient fuel,
velocities cannot be obtained for
high speed work. Another reason
why the speed range is more
limited than of the gas engine is
the fact that the compressions of
the high speed machines approach
true adiabatic curves, because the
time for heat transfer between the
compressed air and the cooler
cylinder walls is shorter. The re-
quired pressure to secure ignition
and combustion in a true diesel lies
in the neighborhood of 550 lbs. per
square inch. In the higher speed
engines of this sort, however. the
pressures amount to some 700 to
750 lbs. per square inch. Such
pressure must be tolerated because
the heat losses at slow speeds such
as those necessary for starting
would not permit starting when
cold. E. F. Ruehl, assistant chief
engineer, Diesel engine division,
of the I. P. Morris and DeLa Ver-
gne, Inc., believes that these pres-
sures of 700 to 750 lbs. per square
inch •are the maximum required.
Necessarily this makes diesel
motors much heavier than those of
the gasoline type, but Mr. Ruehl
thinks that with proper design and
the same efficient and economical
use of metal as in a gasoline motor,
a weight increase of 15% to 25%
should be sufficient. Additional
weight and a more limited speed
range that necessitates more gear
shifting are both disadvantages
that will provide strong sales re-
sistance from a public brought up
with gasoline driven cars.
But these aren't all the difficult-
ies. Odor, gum in the fuel, lubri-
cation troubles due to high pres-
sures, and smoky exhausts are some
of the things not really serious in
themselves but which are nuisances,
nevertheless. Almost everyone is
familiar with the peculiar, pene-
trating and persistent odors of the
heavy fuel oils. If some is spilled,
the odor and discoloration will
persist for weeks. Wide ranges of
speed mean smoky exhausts be-
cause under variable loads proper
combustion conditions can not al-
ways be maintained. No such trou-
ble bothers the modern gasoline
engine. As the diesel motored car
will be judged by the standard set
by the gasoline automobile, the
stage is not yet set for the diesel
motor.
Economic Difficulties
While, no doubt, the mechanical
difficulties may be overcome in
time, the economic side of the prob-
lem will prove a more effective bar
on development in the near future.
For some reason or other it is gen-
erally assumed that fuel oil is
much cheaper than gasoline, when
in reality in 1930 the price differ-
ence was 5 cents per gallon. More
(Continued to page 27)
In the days of saddle horses for transportation little did Ben Franklin dream that peo-
ple would be carried 100 miles an hour by a little crude oil.
—Cut courtesy A. T. & T. Co.
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A Desk and Spurs
Experience Teaches Officers to Keep
Feet on the Floor
By Lieut. R. Selee
Assistant P. M. S. & T.
Probably the most ma-
ligned articles of adornment
worn by an army officer are
his spurs. Unless he ac-
tually has a horse between
his knees the average citizen
cannot restrain from re-
marking the old grind about
their usefulness in main-
taining the wearer's equi-
librium between chair and
the desk. Maybe some offi-
cers can relax that way with
impunity and enjoy it but
to me, tilting back and
spiking a pair of spurs into
a desk is an invitation
for the complete upsetting
of the proverbial apple-cart,
The sentiment of the thing
is all right—"all work and
no play, etc."—but when it
comes to taking life easy, I
want both feet on the floor.
How it Happened
Several years ago before I had
learned just how adversely my par-
ticular Fate looked upon my tak-
ing this unconventional pose. I
worked at it. At the time I was
supply officer for three companies
of Engineers busy at work making
maps of untouched portions of the
Republic of Panama. I was com-
fortably situated at an army post
on Gatun Lake and as I have in-
timated, had a penchant for taking
my ease with heels higher than my
head. One company was about 30
miles to the southwest at Lagarto
on the coast. Another was 25 miles
northeast at a little Panaman vil-
lage called Cuipo on Gatun Lake
and the third was about 40 miles
north on the coast near Porto
Bello. The Lagarto and Porto
Bello companies were serviced by
sea-going launches and Cuipo was
to be taken care of eventually in
the same way but for the time be-
ing it. was necessary to, get supplies
to it by land due to the fact that
channel markers had been carried
away by high water during the
last wet season. Gatun Lake is an
artificial body of water and was
formed by simply damming up
the Chagres Valley and while the
depth was nearly a hundred feet
in places there still remained many
dead trees and stumps to menace
navigation seriously. Accordingly
a boat of any beam or draft of con-
sequence could not move out of
the narrow canal route without
well marked channels.
Corporal Lost
We found this out a few days
before when we sent out a boat
loaded to the gunwales with fifty
men and equipment to last them
five months. It had taken this load
two days to go 25 miles and had
resulted in the drowning of a cor-
poral, the near drowning of an
officer and the loss of an outboard
motor boat. Going for the launch
had become so treacherous that the
officer and corporal had put in the
outboard motor to feel the way
along for the launch. It had got-
ten several hundred yards ahead
when it suddenly capsized and
sank and left the two men swim-
ming for the nearest tree. Without
warning the corporal went down
and didn't come up and repeated
dives on the part of the officer in
the sixty feet of water failed to
do anything but wear him out. He
finally reached a tree stump,
climbed up into it and waited the
rest of the day for the launch to
worm its way up to him. This trip
decided us that we must make use
of a pack train until the channel
was marked. The overland route,
on the other hand, was nothing to
brag about. The trails had all
zrown up during the wet season
and no natives could be found who
had made the entire trip from
Gatlin to Cuipo by land in the past
six months. Reconnaissance showed
that the way wasn't exactly im-
passable—at least for the first few
miles, and with the best pack
master in the division, I felt con-
fident that a pack train could get
through. Two days later I watched
eighteen mules and three horses
disappear into the hills headed for
Cuipo. The train had taken three
days' rations for a trip that the
pack master and I thought would
take two days at most.
Pleasant Diversions
The next few days were filled
moderately full of routine duties.
Supplies were shipped on regular
trips twice a week to the other two
companies. It meant early rising,
getting to the markets for fresh
meat and vegetables, loading huge
quantities of ice, having launches
repaired at times that wouldn't in-
terfere with the regular trips and
rounding up the thousand and one
odds and ends that meant so much
to the companies in the field. The
little force of helpers that I had
was efficient and we all hustled,
with the result that most of our
outside work was done before
noon. We took considerable pride
in our part of the work and were
not a little pleased with ourselv
when we turned loose the first ship-
ment of ice cream and pop to th
men in the jungle. Tennis an
swimming were the chief after
noon diversions and one afternoon
I found an outboard motor an
chugged down the Chagres Rive
to its mouth. The rest of the aft-
ernoon I prowled around the re
mains of Fort San Lorenzo, a for
built by the Spanish in the six
teenth century. It was the mos
imposing structure that I have eve
seen, built of stone on top of a 20
foot bluff rising almost verticall
from the sea. The casemates. dun
geons, barracks and wells were al
in good repair and in some of th
dungeons were ports with stee
slides which. it is said, were use
for spiriting unruly or unwante
prisoners into the sea. The on
and only original "find" that
SI
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thought I'd made was a marble
slab on which were inscribed about
fifteen finely chiseled lines in
Latin. The weather had eroded
the writing in parts but all of it
was legible to anyone equal to
translating it. I wasn't and it was
too heavy to carry away so it's
probably still there and, like most
gems of antiquity, still guarding
its secret well.
The Buccaneer Morgan
Nature had been on the side of
the Spanish when they built this
fort. The face of the bluff was un-
scalable, the sea was literally full
of sharks, and on all other sides
was dense jungle. The masonry
of the fort had been done by
masters for after four centuries it
is as solid as a rock. Morgan and
his pirates had taken the fort after
several unsuccessful attempts. The
fact of his taking it is beyond com-
prehension but when it is realized
that he struck out after storming
the fort and capturing the garrison
and crossed the Isthmus with his
own men and thousands of slaves
and finally appeared before Old
Panama, there can be no doubt but
that he had courage above all ordi-
nary mortals. His march across
the Isthmus was probably the most
gigantic piece of cruelty ever
staged. His slaves, the captured
Spanish and the natives whom he
conquered on the way, meant less to
him than animals. Human weak-
ness never stood in the way of his
lust for gold, and the lash, the pike
and the gun drove them on. Over
most of the route his slaves built
a cobblestone road over which was
transported a vessel, in pieces
small enough to be carried by men
and which was reassembled on the
pacific side and in which Morgan
sailed after more Spanish treas-
ure. After months his force ready
to fight, faced Old Panama. The
Spaniards in that city were dumb- ,
founded and wholly unprepared
and they paid a heavy price for
the smug indolence in which they
had been living. To them, the
crossing of the Isthmus through
swamps and jungle through which
no army had ever passed was im-
possible and even though they
knew that Morgan had taken San
Lorenzo they never doubted their
own security. Consequently when
Morgan appeared before them they
were no match for him and the
sack of the city was but a matter
of a few hours.
Ennui
There had been no word from
the pack train, neither of the
launches had had broken propel-
lors for several days, money for
pay of the troops in the field had
been safely transported and every-
thing was serene. I had meandered
from the mess hall to the office aft-
er a favorite lunch of curried
chicken and rice, alligator pears
and papayua with limes. A good
breeze from the northwest made
fun of the thermometer's 93. It
seemed that I was tasting the be-
ginning of the millennium as I sat
down to the desk. Paper work was
clear, all requisitions were in, pay
rolls had been checked and re-
turned to headquarters and in cele-
bration the office crew had taken
the afternoon off. My surrender
to this blissful atmosphere of com-
plete freedom consisted on swing-
ing my chair quarter round, plank-
ing my heels on the desk and light-
ing a cigarette. For a while I
watched the palm branches swishing
back and forth outside the window
and listened to the chatter of chil-
dren playing in the swimming
pool, interupted now and then by
the rasping admonitions of their
nurses or by the more laconic
charges of the life guard. For
some time I day dreamed and then
dozed.
Back to Earth
The next thing I knew my feet
were hitting the floor and in front
of me stood the pack master whom
I had seen off six days before. He
could have been the reincarnation
of one of Morgan's pirates—guant
and dirty with ragged clothes and
a motheaten beard. The pack train
(Continued to page 22)
The buccaneer Morgan transported a vessel across the Isthmus and used it to
capture old Panama.
Cut courtesy Cutter Co.
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The Manufacture of Round Steel Wire
Few Realize the Care Required in
the Wire Industry
By E. W. Mann, Instructor in Chemistry
Wire drawing is a real art.
The factors involved in the
process require the constant
attention of an accomplish-
ed artisan.
The process of wire drawing was
not known to the ancients. It is
only during the past century and,
in fact, during the latter part of
it that wire drawing has come
widely into use. At first, wire was
drawn from oddly shaped pieces
of steel which were forged into
shape suitable for the drawing pro-
cess. It continued to be a small
struggling industry until the nail
machines were invented in Eng-
land. The public soon became
aware of the fact that the wire
nail is decidedly superior to the
wrought nail made by the vener-
able blacksmith because of its hold-
ing power due to its constant dia-
meter. It was the nail that
brought the wire drawing industry
to the forefront. The result has
been that galvanized wire has
replaced the picturesque rail
fences to a large extent, wire nails
have come into almost universal
use, and steel wire and its pro-
ducts find a place in almost every
phase of industry.
Literature Scarce
The literature of the present con-
tains almost no information on this
subject. Manufacturers have jeal-
ously guarded the "secrets" of their
art and any attempt at publication
of information relating to the wire
drawing process has been frowned
upon. In this article an attempt is
made to describe briefly the round
steel wire drawing process.
The accompanying flow sheet
will give a general idea of the
order in which the various opera-
tions are carried out. The rods
coming from the Morgan and the
continuous mills have been rolled
hot. A "scale" of oxide is formed
on the rods and, as they sometimes
remain in the wire mill storage de-
partment for some time, an addi-
tional coating of rust also forms.
In the cleaning house, which is the
next operation, the rods are placed
on a buggy, 6 or 7 bundles of
about 150 pounds each to the
buggy. A yoke wide enough to in-
clude them all is then lowered over
the rods and a wooden bar about
2x8 inches is placed through the
coils. The yoke and its load is
then lifted by a jib crane and im-
mersed in a 5% solution of boiling
sulfuric acid. After the scale and
rust have been removed they are
then lifted out, rinsed in water and
placed on a sulling rack. The sull-
ing rack consists of two chains
running parallel at the same speed
over two sprockets fixed rigidly on
a common shaft and driven by a
motor. The chains travel horizon-
tally a distance of nearly 50 feet.
The rods are conveyed at such a
speed that a good sull forms on
the rods while they are being
sprayed with water all the time
they are on the rack. The sull is
only the coating of rust which
forms in this operation. Its pur-
pose is to lubricate the rod as it
passes through the die and also to
help fix the lime on it in the lime
bath into which the rods are then
dipped. The lime neutralizes any
acid which may be on the roads
and forms a protective coating pre-
venting any further rusting. The
rods are immediately sent to the
dry-house where they generally re-
main over night, or at least long
enough to drive off any occluded
hydrogen which would produce
what is known in the wire mills as
"acid brittleness."
Experts Necessary for
Drawing Process
The wire drawing process would
appear to the casual observer to be
extremely simple. Good wire is
drawn, however, only by exper-
ienced wire drawers. The rods
from the dry-house are placed on
a reel. The wire drawer cuts off
any part of the end of the rod
on which there is a fin and points
the end of the coal. The power
driven pointer consists of two
grooved rollers geared together
which do not revolve but oscillate
through a part of a revolution by
means of a cam mechanism. The
grooves are coarse at one end and
are finer toward the other end. The
rod after being pointed is poked
through the die which is a piece of
steel about 1"x2"x10" held in a
strong steel frame. Several holes,
conical in shape at first but ap-
proaching cylindrical, are drilled
and polished in the die. The angle
at the apex of the conical part is
one of the "dark secrets" of the
wire mills. The rod is pulled
about 3 or 4 feet through the die
by power driven pliers and is then
clamped on the take-up drums
about 22" in diameter. The clutch
is thrown in and the power driven
take-up drums (called blocks)
draw the rod through the die. Wire
is drawn cold. It becomes heated
in the operation. Powdered soap
is used as a lubricant usually, al-
though for large sizes a cheap
grade of hard grease is used. It
has been found that 25% reduction
in cross sectional area is the maxi-
mum that can be obtained in one
draft. After the first draft the rods
are called wire. Four drafts in
the coarser sizes are usually all
that can be made before annealing.
Coarse Wire Annealing
It is obvious that annealing at
this point must be done out of
contact with air because of the ex-
cessive iron loss due to scaling if
annealed in the presence of air.
Annealing is accomplished by
packing the wire coils in a steel
tube about 20 feet long closed at
one end. The tube is placed on
end and the open end is sealed
with a plate, all openings except
two holes in the lid being mudded
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up. It is placed in the annealing
pit. A half inch gas pipe is then
extended to the bottom of the an-
nealing tub eand natural gas (sul-
fur free) is passed into the tube
during the entire annealing period
and until the wire is cooled down
below the point at which scaling
would occur in the presence of air.
The purpose of introducing the
gas is to displace all the air. The
gas must be sulfur free for obvious
reasons. The sulphur is removed
from natural gas by passing it
through moistened iron shavings.
Annealing in the fine wire depart-
ment is carried out in a similar
manner.
Galvanizing and Tinning
In the galvanizing department
the annealed wire is passed in
single strand fashion from a reel
through a hydrochloric acid bath
to remove any scale and to clean
the wire. It then passes through a
rinsing bath of water, then through
a "flux" of a slightly acidified so-
lution of ferric chloride and then
into a bath of molten zinc. A
wiper made of asbestos is placed
around the wire as it emerges from
the zinc bath. This gives the wire
an even coating of zinc and tends
to prevent "peeling." The pro-
cess for tinning is substantially
the same as that for galvanizing.
The Wet Wire Department
In this department the cleaned
coarser sizes are dipped into a
bath containing some copper sul-
fate and varying percentages of
tin. The sulfuric acidity of this
bath should not be over 1 or 2 per
cent. The bundle of wire is agi-
tated in the bath for a few min-
utes, taken out and placed in a
tub of "yeast mixture", a cheap
grade of whole wheat flour mixed
with water and left standing un-
til it has become decomposed. The
yeast mixture tub contains a reel
from which the wire is drawn pre-
cisely after the same manner in
which it is drawn in the coarse
wire department. The wire drawn
in this department is not reduced
very much in cross section but
when drawn it has some of the
most beautiful finishes one can
imagine. The colors range from
that of copper to gold and tin.
Welding rod is made here.
The Fine Wire Department
Space forbids a detailed de-
scription of many interesting
points in this industry but the
fine wire department must not
be left unnoticed. Here is to be
found the finest wire drawing tech-
nique in the whole industry. The
wire is dipped into a solution of
copper sulfate and tin with a slight
excess of free sulfuric acid, the
composition of which must be ex-
act. The wire is then placed on
reels in yeast tubs and drawn down
to size through dies that are much
softer than those used in the coarse
wire mills. The yeast mixture
must be left standing in barrels
until it can be properly described
by the word "rotten." The stench
of the department is almost un-
bearable and the cockroaches are
legion. For a number of years,
researches have been carried on to
find a substitute for yeast mixture
in the fine wire mills but at pres-
ent, yeast mixture is the only sat-
tisfactory substance known.
MORGAN 120D MILL 
Fine wire is drawn in this de
partment down to one thousandth
of an inch and finer. Fine wire
is used, in its coarser sizes, to make
screens for home use, the upright
strands being heavier than the
horizontal strands. The finer sizes
are used to make sifting screens
for laboratory use and also to make
wire cloth.
Chemistry Involved
Chemistry touches the wire in-
dustry in the control of the clean-
ing houses, the making up of so-
lutions needed in the tubs, the re-
covery of ferrous sulfate, and in
many other ways. But this would
make an article in itself.
In this article the author has
called attention only to a few
points in the wire drawing indus-
try. The nail mills, staple mills,
fence machines, shafting mills,
barbed wire machines and ferrous
sulfate department each would
make an interesting chapter. The
author feels that his article is now
too long. He hopes, however, that
he has contributed something of
value to the scant literature of this
subject.
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Flow sheet showing the order of the operations in a steel wire mill.
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In this Issue
A. G. Stimson again comes for-
ward, this time with an article on
the Technic staff. As the magazine
has made great strides forward
during the past year, it is only
fitting that the staff which has
made this possible should be recog-
nized. Mr. Stimson needs no in-
troduction since he has been a lead-
ing spirit upon the Technic staff
for two years and has shown his
ability to write by frequent con-
tributions.
J. Povelones writes of the use of
Diesel engines in automobiles. In-
terest in this subject has been
stimulated by the recent speed
trials of Mr. Cummins in his
Diesel-powered automobile at Day-
tona Beach, Fla. Mr. Povelones is
a newcomer to the Technic, and we
hope to hear more from him in the
future. He is a member of the A.
S. M. E. and a scholarship man.
Lieutenant R. Selee writes an
extremely interesting account of
some experiences in the Panama
Canal Zone. He is well known to
all the students, being one of the
most popular men about the Insti-
tute. We regret very much that
Lieut. Selee is to leave Rose in
June.
H. A. Moench, instructor in elec-
trical engineering, disdusses "Eco-
nomy in Thinking." Mr. Moench
is one of our youngest instructors,
having graduated with high honors
from Rose in '29. He seems to be
keeping up his record here, for he
is developing into quite a capable
teacher.
E. W. Mann, instructor in chem-
istry, tells of the process of wire
drawing. Mr. Mann writes from
experience since he was with the
American Steel & Wire Co. at
Cleveland for some time. He has
had both teaching and industrial
experience. He is doing graduate
work, in addition to teaching. at
the present time.
Radio Helps Railway
Engineers
A. new radio signaling system
recently developed in Germany
may rid fog of its terrors for rail-
road engineers. Messages in the
Morse code emitting from a loud-
speaker in the cab inform the engi-
neer whether to proceed or not. He
is at all times in two way com-
munication with the train dis-
patcher's office. A square loop
on the front of the engine receives
the signals and transmits them to
the loudspeaker, while communica-
tion in the reverse direction is
maintained through aerials strung
on poles along the track.
This system is being tried out on
the German State Railway, and if
successful may be applied on a
larger scale. American railroads,
especially in congested districts,
would do well to investigate thor-
oughly a system of this sort. Not
only would it be useful in time of
fog, but in emergencies might pre-
vent costly and tragic wrecks.
Autogiro May Replace
Present Plane
"It is, I am positive, the flying
craft of the future." So spoke
Assen Jordanoff, famous pilot, aft-
er his first flight in an autogiro.
And we are inclined to agree with
him, for the array of facts he pre-
sents is convincing.
This craft can take off from any
plot of ground 400 feet square and
can land in a space no larger than
the plane itself. It can drift along
at a speed of 30 miles an hour or
can speed up to 115. Best of all,
it can not get into a tail spin, thus
reducing the human factor to about
10%. The whirling vanes are
driven by the forward or down-
ward motion of the plane, so that
they will not stop in case of motor
failure. In addition to this no one
has been seriously injured while
operating one of these autogiros.
From these facts it can be seen
that the autogiro is the plane for
the average person. As these ma-
chines are to be put on the market
in quantity production this spring,
no doubt the sight of a spider-
shaped craft idling along *ill soon
become familiar to everyone.
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Modulus a Worthwhile
Possession
Have yow subscribed for a copy
of the Modulus? If you have not
yet done so. sign up for a volume,
for it will be one fo the few _per-
manent records of your college life.
Magazines and pictures are lost;
friends drift away; but a Modulus
will always be there to bring back
memories of days at Rose.
In itself the book will be a
worthwhile possession. Its high
grade printing, engraving, and gen-
eral make-up insure a volume that
you will be proud to own.
Few people realize the work that
goes into a book of this kind.
Months of continuous effort are
needed before a creditable job can
be completed. For this reason co-
operate with the staff in every way
possible. and—
Boost The 1odulus !
St. Patrick Reigns Again
Sports writers and others pick
their all-time football teams, ten-
nis players, and other all-time
stars. In these ranks there is con-
troversy, and changes occur. But
there is one all-time star pro-
claimed universally by the engi-
neering world who is unchange-
able. St. Pat still reigns with
popularity undiminished.
Some thousand or so years ago
snakes and vipers of all sorts were
rather plentiful on the Emerald
Isle. and the inhabitants were be-
coming desperate. Then along
came St. Pat who performed the
greatest engineering feat in his-
history. When he had finished
there was not a viper to be found
in all of old Erin. The grateful
O'Rears, O'Maras, and O'Learys
elevated him to the rank of saint.
and the engineers adopted him as
their patron.
In this modern day let not the
spirit of St. Pat be forgotten (al-
though . vipers only trouble those
with too great a thirst). Support
the dance and show for all you are
worth.
Flood Prevention Progresses
In these times of drought it
might be considered to be out of
place to speak about flood preven-
tion. But now is the best time to
do the work. The great publicity
and ballyhoo over the recent floods
have died down, but the actual
work is progressing rapidly.
A $3,000,000 spillway 28 miles
above New Orleans has just been
completed. This flood valve will
divert water from the Mississippi
into Lake Ponchartrain in times
of flood, preventing the necessity
of dynamiting levees. Citizens of
New Orleans can rest more easily,
with the knowledge that a safety
valve has been provided.
However, flood control work can
not stop with the completion of
any one link in a system, no matter
how big. As long as this country
has rain it will be faced with the
problem of uncontrolled waters, if
not on the Mississippi then on
some other river.
Mercury Turbine Successful
At South Meadow. Connecticut,
the Hartford Electric Co. has
operated a mercury vapor power
plant continuously since Feb. 4,
1930. This plant has performed at
an efficiency 20% greater than that
of the best steam power plant in
existence. No large repairs or re-
placements have been necessary,
the loss of mercury has been neg-
ligible, no serious cases of mercury
poisoning have occurred at the in-
stallation, and the initial cost is
not in great excess of an equivalent
all-steam system. These facts, and
others that could be mentioned,
seem to indicate that the mercury
turbine is here to stay.
Many difficulties have stood in
the way of this type of power unit,
but practically all of them have
been ironed out. The small supply
of available mercury seems to be
the only hindrance to any exten-
sive development of this kind of
plant ; but, if necessary, the pro-
duction of mercury could be in-
creased.
Thus, it may be that mercury
turbine power plants will be in-
stalled at various points in the
near future. At least it is the most
interesting, and perhaps the most
important, development in the
power generation field in recent
years.
Indium a Costly Curiosity
One of the most costly useless
substances in the world today is
indium. No one has as yet dis-
covered a use for this metal, yet a
glassful would cost about $34,000.
Its rarity alone is responsible for
its high price.
However, not long ago aluminum
was a scientific curiosity, and tung-
sten was practically unknown. To-
day every housewife uses aluminum
in her cooking utensils, and the
present electric lights would be im-
possible without tungsten. A for-
tune awaits the person who dis-
covers a great use for indium, for
it is certain that if the demand is
large enough production will in-
crease to take care of it.
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Research and Progress
Lee C. Kelsey, m., '32
Synthetic Ammonia Increase
The manufacture of synthetic
ammonia in the United States has
increased steadily in the last few
years and at the present time there
are eight ammonia plants in opera-
tion, producing an average of
about 450 tons per day. Further-
more, daily capacity now in pro-
duction or to become available dur-
ing 1931 is estimated to be about
825 tons of ammonia. The largest
new plant to be in operation this
year will be located in California
with a capacity of 80 tons per day.
Construction of the first unit of 40
tons is now well advanced.
Coal Washing Plants
In order to maintain a closer
check on the performance of their
washing plants a number of coal
mine owners and operators in Ala-
bama are now using the float and
sink method for the testing of
washery products, according to in-
formation obtained in connection
with the cooperative coal washing
investigations of the Southern Ex-
periment Station of the United
States Bureau of Mines and the
University of Alabama at Tusca-
loosa.
The advantages of this method
can not be emphasized too strong-
ly. The float and sink test can be
made by the washery man in the
space of a few minutes at any time
during the day's run. In the pro-
cedure, a solution of the proper
specific gravity is used for separat-
ing samples of the washery pro-
ducts into clean coal and refuge.
The washery man who is familiar
with the characteristics of his coal
knows the specific gravity at which
the line must be drawn between
washed coal and refuse and the so-
lution to be used for the float and
sink tests must be of this specific
gravity. The procedure requires a
suitable container for solution, the
necessary apparatus for separating
the float product from the sink
product, and a scale for weighing
the products. It is customary to
screen out the fines from the sam-
ples before making the float and
sink separation as the fines do not
separate readily and besides add
to the difficulty of keeping the
solution cleala.
The tests as made by the wash-
ery man are not, as a rule, carried
out with laboratory precision but
the results are obtained quickly,
and they give a fair approxima-
tion of the ash content of the coal.
In addition to the rapidity and
facility with which the results can
be obtained, this method has an-
other important advantage over
control by chemical analysis alone,
in that a positive separation is
obtained between material that
should be in the washed coal and
material that should not, giving
the washery man a basis for figur-
sin •
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ing the amount of clean coal be-
ing lost in the refuse and the
amount of refuse that enters the
washed coal.
Necklace of Lights
Two enormous turbine genera-
tors soon to be added to the facili-
ties of the Brooklyn Edison Com-
pany will supply enough electrical
energy to girdle the earth at the
equator with a necklace of flash-
light bulbs four inches apart. The
combined output of the two units,
rated at 160,000 kilowatts each, is
sufficient to light nearly a half
billion of the lamps, 426,666,000 to
be exact, operating at 2.5 volts and
.3 amperes. Or if the two genera-
tors supplied power for a string of
lights extending from the earth to
the moon, the bulbs could be placed
less than a yard apart.
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Obituary
The wife of James S. King, '20,
died February 7. Mr. King is
working for the Deamite Alkili
Co., Painesville, Ohio.
Ernest A. Ewers, '25, has re-
cently lost his wife. Mr. Ewers is
with the Bell Telephone Company
in Chicago.
'88
 
Julian Scholl has moved
his business from New
York to Englewood, N. J.
Waldo Arnold Layman9 2 now holds quite a prom-inent position on the Chi-
cago Stock Exchange as a partner
in the firm of Layman and Isaacs.
Their address is 120 South La
Salle St., Chicago, Ill.
'o6 The Board of Educationof the city of Chicago is
sending Archibald W.
Marrow, ex., architect, to Europe
on a rare assignment. He is to
spend one year in studying the mo-
dern school buildings of Germany,
France, and England and to make
a report upon them. Besides his
regular duties he will study at the
Beaux Arts, Paris.
Mr. Marrow sailed on the Roma
via the Mediterranean Cruise. At
the present time his home is in
Evanston, Ill.
Edward C. Ryan, formerly dis-
trict manager for the Electric Con-
troller and Mfg. Co. of Chicago,
has been transferred to Buffalo. A
better job!
Harry D. Baylor has been07 promoted f rom works
manager to the vice-presi-
dency of the Louisville Cement
Co., Speed, hid.
James M. Darst has ac-
09 cepted a position with the
Bailey Meter Co. of Cleve-
land, Ohio. He was chief engineer
of the Experimental Department
of the Electric Vacuum Cleaner
Co. of Cleveland.
Capt. Richard L. Smith has re-
turned from Corozal, Canal Zone.
and is now stationed at Mitchell
Field, Long Island. Capt. Smith
is in the Corps of Engineers, 29th
Engineer Battalion.
Everett E. Black is now
president of the E. E.
Black, Ltd., Honolulu, H.
I. Mr. Black formerly was vice-
president of E. J. Lord. Ltd., of
Honolulu.
Ernest C. Bradford is now the
operating manager for Butter
Bros. Minneapolis House.
Edward L. Ferrell is working
for the Tennessee Highway as an
assistant engineer on the Nashville
Division with headquarters in
Nashville.
Nelson R. Hickman at present is
engaged in building construction
and operation at New Haven,
Conn. He was the manager of the
Managing Department of the A.
G. Wallace and Co., Inc., New
York.
Alexander P. Nicholson is now
with the Stone and Webster Engi-
neering Corporation at Wentachee,
Washington. Before going with
Stone and Webster he was resident
engineer for Mees and Mees, Inc.,
Bloxham, Fla.
Ernest B. Plott is now15 employed by the Youngs-
town Sheet and Tube Co.
of Youngstown, Ohio, as a metal-
lurgist.
Lynn II. Reeder is the structural
designer for the Research Corpora-
tion and is located at Bound
Brook, N. J.
Richard P. Gillum has re-
19 been made division
engineer of the Pennsyl-
vania Railroad at his new location
in Newcastle, Pa.
Herschell A. Hearn, formerly
district manager of the American
Brown Boveri Co., Inc., Detroit,
has recently become affiliated with
the Elliot Co. of Kansas City, Mo.
as a sales engineer.
Harry E. Bierbaum has20 recently been made plant
superintendent of a new
company which manufactures Co-
dine, located at Long Beach, Cali-
fornia.
Robert L. Henderson is22 getting on. At the pres-
ent he is Asst. Superin-
tendent of the Burton Explosives,
Inc., New Castle, Pa.
Kenneth Cook is working
23 in the Chemical Depart-
ment of the Alladin Indus-
tries, Inc. at Alexandria, Indiana
as a research chemist.
Jack McDargh, formerly field
engineer for the Portland Cement
Assn. at Indianapolis, Ind., has
been transferred to Columbus,
Ohio, to take charge of their office
there. He is now their Columbus
Office Manager.
Harry R. Kinkle has become the
metallurgical chemist for the Cat-
erpillar Tractor Co. at Peoria, Illi-
nois. He formerly was with the
Illinois State Highway Commis-
sion as an assistant engineer of
materials.
24
Henry Scharpenberg has
been transferred from
Bakersfield to Coalinga,
California by the Standard Oil Co.
Zachary X. Bennett has25 accepted a position as
engineer for the Globe
Construction Co. of Evansville,
Ind.
(Continued to page 28)
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Basketball
Don T. Span genberg, m., '3
Rose Poly 20, Indiana State
College for Teachers 18
The Fighting Engineers truly
lived up to their traditional name
by winning a two point victory
over the State five in the return
game at the Rose Gym. The first
game was won by State at the
State gym earlier in the season.
Morrison, he of Monon fame,
was the big Engineer on the job
for the victory. With the score
tied at 18, and only seconds to
play, he tipped in a bucket that
spelled defeat for the stalling
Teachers of Indiana State. Before
the ball could b.: tipped at center,
the timer emptied the gun and the
game was over. It was truly a
good game for the Engineers to
win, and a hard one for State to
lose.
Hylton started the scoring with
a long shot from the side that put
Rose out in front 2 to 0, but State
came back and scored three points
to take the lead, which was held
until the Engineers again tied the
score at 6 all. As the first half
ended the score had advanced to
12 to 8, State.
At the start of the second half
Sawyers scored a long shot that
made the score 12 to 10, and the
teachers promptly scored three
times from afield to run the score
to 18 to 10. It was at this stage
of the game that they chose the
easier way (so they thought) of
winning the ball game, that of
stalling, but Yeager broke through
and blocked a pass and dribbled
under to score. Another field goal
and two fouls brought the score to
18 to 16 and Rose took time out.
As play was resumed Martin
fouled Sawyers and a technical
was also called. Yeager tossed in
the technical and Tom made the
other to tie the score. This set the
stage for Morrisons' tip-in shot
that won the game. For Rose Poly,
it would not be fair to say that
ally one man starred, for the team
played well together and really de-
served to win. Batman and Kru-
zan both followed well and guard-
ed better. Hylton at center played
the best game he has played all
season. Sawyers and Yeager at
guard were in every play and time
and again broke up an attempted
shot, or fast break. And it is hard-
ly necessary to say that Morrison
starred for he scored the winning
basket. Reinking who subbed for
Batman, filled his shoes very well
and shot the hook shot that "Mon-
on" tipped in.
Martin and McCallum played
best for State, the former being
high point man for that team with
six points. He was forced from
the game by the personal foul route
late in the game.
Lineup and Summary:
STATE 18. FG FT TP PF
Wampler, f.  0 1 1 1
McCallum, f.  2 0 4 2
Leasor, c.  2 1 5 0
Reynolds, g.  1 0 2 3
Martin, g.  3 0 6 4
Booty, g  0 0 0 0
Totals 8 2 18 10
ROSE POLY 20.
Batman, f.  1 0 2 1
Kruzan, f.  0 2 2 2
Hylton, c.  2 0 4 4
Sawyers, g.  1 2 4 0
Yeager, g.  1 4 6 1
Reinking, f.  0 0 0 0
Morrison, c.    1 0 2 0
Totals  6 8 20
Officials: Referee, Goldsberry,
bash; umpire, Wheeler, Purdue.
Rose Poly 28, Evansville 22
Rose Poly crashed through with
its second victory of the season by
defeating the Evansville college
8
Wat-
team by a score of 28 to 22. The
Engineers took an early lead and
were never headed. The half time
score was 16 to 8 Rose. Sawyers,
by virtue of his close guarding and
accurate goal shooting, was easily
the best man on the floor. Yeager
and Pacatte also played good for
the Rose team.
Lineup and Summary:
EVANSVILLE 22. FG FT PF
Baldwin, f.  0 0 0
McGlothlin, f.  3 0 1
Vaughn, f.  1 0 2
Leewright, f.  0 0 3
McCutchan, c.  5 1 2
Hartke, g.  0 2 3
Bosse, g.  0 0 2
Sake!, g.  0 1 1
Totals  9 4 14
ROSE POLY 28.
Pacatte, f.  3 0 3
Fisher, f.  0 3 0
Morrison, c.  0 0 2
Reinking, f.  0 0 0
Yeager, g.  3 4 2
Sawyers, g.  4 1 3
Totals
Officials: Referee, Rogers; umpire,
Wakefield.
10 8 10
Rose Poly 48, Ind. Law 23
The Engineers ran up their big-
gest score against the Indiana Law
school in a 48 to 23 victory in the
Butler Fieldhouse. The huge pro-
portions of the large gymnasium
did not affect the Rose Poly team
as was expected, and at half time
the score was 20 to 15. In the last
half Rose guarded very closely and
the Law school scored only 8 points
while Rose made 23. Reinking
was high scorer with 16 points as
a result of 6 field goals and 4 fouls.
Lineup and Summary:
INDIANA LAW 23. FG FT PF
Mazlin, f.  0 0 2
Hughes, f.  2 0 0
Burnes, f.  0 2 4
(Continued to page 22)
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Campus Activities
Robert T. Mees, e., '31
Assemblies
At the Assembly on Feb. 9, Dr.
J. White, late acting president, in-
troduced Mr. Paul Bogart, presi-
dent of the board of managers,
who in turn introduced Dr. Pren-
tice, our new president. Amid a
tremendous standing applause,
President Prentice arose before the
student body and faculty members
and in a short talk told us why
he had decided to accept the presi-
dency of Rose. His remarks were
well received.
Feb. 19. Mr. A. N. Levin, local
merchant, gave a most interesting
and well thought-out talk on the
present general depression, its
causes and its probable remedies.
Fraternities Pledge 67 Men
Following a short week of active
rushing, the four national social
fraternities of Rose formally
pledged 67 men which number rep-
resents two-thirds of the Freshman
class.
The Alpha Tau Omega frater-
nity heads the list with 21 new
men; Theta Kappa Nu, 19; Sigma
Nu, 14. and Theta Xi, 13.
Deming Hall Elects Officers
The first meeting in the second
semester of the Deming Hall As-
sociation took place on the evening
of Feb. 9. The purpose of the
meeting was to elect new officers
for the ensuing semester.
Mr. Max Eyerman was elected
to the presidency of the associa-
tion with Mr. Ketchum as vice-
president. Mr. Donnelly was elec-
ted secretary-treasurer, and Mr.
Griffith sargent-at-arms.
Dr. Prentice Speaks
On Tuesday evening, February
24, Dr. and Mrs. Prentice and
daughter Barbara were the guests
of the Dormitory Association for
dinner. After the dinner Dr. Pren-
tice delighted the students by pre-
senting a talk on the subject con-
cerning "Why we go to college."
President Prentice urged that
everyone in college should take ad-
vantage of his opportunities and
time to increase his own knowledge
and experience, not particularly by
,h.01 work alone, but by extr9
curricular activities as vv ell. He
gave illustrations which were
analogous to the advantages that
we receive by attending college
The college student, said Dr. Pren-
tice, does not realize how easy his
work has been while at college un-
til he has once been out of school.
The Camera Club
Two lighting units were added
recently to the Camera club equip-
ment for facilitating the taking of
portraits and interior pictures.
These powerful units are especial-
ly valuable to the school at this
time since they make it possible to
take silhouette pictures which are
to be a new feature of this year'
Modulus. A studio has been set
up on the third floor of the dor.
mitory and small group picture
of the Rose clubs will be taken and
produced by the students them-
selves.
Glee Club Sings for
Kiwanians
Thursday noon, March 5, found
a Rose organization contributing
to the program of the Terre Haute
Kiwanis club. Four selections
were presented by the Rose Glee
Club, under the direction of Mr.
F. Rechlin, and with hearty ap-
plause from the 300 assembled Ki-
wanians, the club responded with
two encore numbers.
Several of the local service clubs
will be entertained by short pro-
grams in the latter part of March.
The club consists of sixteen men
and their repertoire consists of
more than sixteen numbers, pro-
viding continuous musical enter-
tainment lasting about an hour and
three-quarters. It is a revived or-
ganization and the men deserve a
great deal of credit for the spirit
in which they have given their
support.
Rose vs. I. S. T. C.
The affirmative debating team
of Rose participated in its first
inter-colleoiate debate of the year
on the evening of February 26,
with the team of the Indiana State
(Continued to page 24)
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Doyle, John A.
ton Nees, Brazil,
Fraternities
Alpha Chi Sigma
Iota of Alpha Chi
Sigma is pleased to
announce the pledg-
ing of Hans M. F.
Fischer, James G.
Brown, Henry Doug-
las, and Richard K. Toner, of
Terre Haute; Kyle M. Miller, Lee
Louderback, and John A. Moore,
of Brazil; Robert W. Broadhurst,
West Terre Haute; Edward N.
Ketchum, Paris, Ill.; Willis S.
Biggs, Clinton; and Walter E. St.
John, Hammond.
Our annual pledge banquet was
held at the Terre Haute House
January 26. We were very fortu-
nate in having with us for the eve-
ning Brother Bob Dawson of Epsi-
lon who gave us a very interesting
and entertaining talk. Dr. White
also gave us an inspiring talk on
the benefits to be derived from a
professional fraternity.
At the present time we are plan-
ning for the initiation of one of
the largest classes in the recent his-
tory of Iota.
Alpha Tau Omega
Gamma Gamma
takes great pleas-
ure in announcing
the pledging of
the following
men: Noble C.
Blair, Louisville,
Ky.; John A.
Moore, and Bur-
Id.; Jack Nickel,
Memphis, Tenn.; Walter E. St.
John, Hammond, Id.; Robert
Shattuck, Clinton, Ind.; Wilbur R.
Welsh, Elgin, Ill.; and James G.
Welsh. Elgin, Ill.; and Jamse G.
Brown, Jack H. Foulkes, Richard
Hornung, Charles Hutchins, John
H. Keller, Louis Lyon, Harry L.
McGurk, Lyle R. Maehling, Albert
G. Morrison, Edgar Pacatte, Wil-
liam Reed, Leroy Vaughn, and
Gene Zwerner, all of Terre Haute.
The pledge banquet was held
Feb. 11 at the Elks' Club, with
Brother Mort Hayman as toast-
master the evening was spent in
a very enjoyable manner.
Saturday, Feb. 21. the pledge
dance was given in the main din-
ing room of the Terre Haute
House. Pres. and Mrs. Prentice
were our honored guests, while
Prof. and Mrs. Wischmeyer and
Prof. and Mrs. Hutchins were
chaperones at this delightful af-
fair. Programs of blue suede in
the form of the recognition pin
and stamped with the pledge pin
were distributed, and the Tennis-
Cromwell orchestra furnished the
music.
Sigma Nu
Beta Upsilon of
Sigma Nu is pleas-
ed to announce the
pledging of four-
teen men of the
freshman class. The
quality of the men
pledged is of a varied nature, hav-
ing among them, scholars, athletes,
and activity men. Among this
group of pledges is the president
of the freshman class, a member
of the athletic board, all round
athletes, and several men who have
already made a stab towards school
activities. The pledges are: J.
Harry Sargeant and George Q.
Biegler, Indianapolis, Ind.; Eu-
gene Hartman and Carl Nelson,
Lawrenceville, Ill.; Donald M. Kre-
sin and Richard C. Carson, Louis-
ville, Ky.; Richard Zimmerman
and George W. Yaeger, Brazil,
Id.; Eugene Witzleben and Ber-
nard Melton, Terre Haute, Ind.;
Jackson Landenberger, Olney, Ill.;
Tom Donnelly, Sullivan, Ind.;
William Belstrom, Negaunee,
Mich.; Brent C. Jacob Jr., Cleve-
land, Ohio.
As a special feature in connec-
tion with its rush program Beta
Upsilon held a dance and a buffet
supper, on Monday evening, Feb.
2, in honor of its rushees. Lowell
Tennis and his orchestra furnished
the music for the dance which was
chaperoned by Dr. and Mrs. John
White, and Prof. and Mrs. R. L.
McCormick. The entertainment
was in the form of a break dance
and was very successfully handled
by Rush Captain Robert Finfrock.
At the end of rush season the
chapter held its annual pledge din-
ner at the chapter house. Talks
were made by James C. Weddle
and Robert Finfrock and later
during the evening Toastmaster
Weddle called on each of the
pledges for a short talk.
(Continued to page 29)
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Economical Thinking
(Continued from page 7)
Thinking as a Process
Thinking is a painful process.
This soon becomes apparent when
one is first introduced to quantita-
tive scientific methods—as a num-
ber of underclassmen can testify.
Such methods are essentially crea-
tive work and so, of course, require
the expenditure of effort, or energy.
Most of us think in terms of pic-
tures which we retain in our minds
and with which we compare new
impressions. For instance, we
might tell someone who has never
seen the main building at Rose that
its general plan is similar to the
letter I. Or to give a more ap-
propriate example, the flow of elec-
tric current in response to voltage
or potential difference in electric
circuits may be likened to the be-
havior of water in hydraulic sys-
tems in response to differences in
pressure or hydrostatic head.
This method of analogies or
similar pictures is valuable in fur-
nishing us a starting point, but
when an attempt is made to extend
it to an exact and quantative un-
derstanding of more detailed
phenomena or related principles,
we encounter the limitations of the
original picture. The difficulty is
similar to that of a man who tries
to lift himself by his own boot-
straps. And it is just the job of
extending the understanding of a
system beyond the limitations of
the original picture that involves
the hard, painful, creative type of
thinking. Einstein's work during
the last twenty-five years—which,
strangely enough, has perhaps been
more fully and justly acclaimed by
the layman than by the physicist—
has been: just such a job of pain-
fully extending our modes of
thought into new dimensions. In
the physical sciences this process
is the basis for the tearing-down
(analysis) of the physical world
about us into its ultimate building
blocks and into the simplest pic-
tures of the relations of these quan-
ties to one another (the so-called
"Laws of Nature"). Engineering
is largely the rebuilding (syn-
thesis) of these parts of the world
into machines or systems to some
useful end.
All of this matter of showing
how a thing or problem is like a
certain picture or class of pictures
which we already have in our
minds and then showing how the
picture must be altered or extended
to fit the particular case makes the
whole process of thinking sound
suspiciously like the good old sys-
tem of definition with its genus
and di ff erent; I—which it is.
Thinking at the Right Time
The four-hour examination em-
ployed at "midterms" and "finals"
is principally used because it af-
Looking Ahead
A most absorbing article writ-
ten by L. H. Witt, Jr., will tell
of the use of X-rays in industry.
H. B. Hood will relate some
of the facts engineers should
know about patents.
fords the student an opportunity
to apply his accumulated know-
ledge and analytical powers to the
solution of typical engineering
problems when he is called upon
to do so. The element of time is
emphasized advisedly. The blun-
der of saying the wrong thing at
the right time is traditional. If
a ny t hin g, the embarrassment
caused by saying the right thing
at the wrong time is still worse.
But the matter of time is of im-
portance in still another way. In
attacking any task, however small,
which can be divided into distinct
parts, it is worthwhile to set up a
schedule. For a student taking an
examination this may consist mere-
ly of dividing the four hours avail-
able by the number of questions
to be answered to determine how
much time may be devoted to each.
On the other hand, in a large com-
mercial organization the setting up
of a schedule may require a series
of conferences of high-salaried ex-
ecutives whose decisions affect the
work of dozens of groups of
specialists. Here the problem is to
co-ordinate smoothly and efficient-
ly the efforts of the various units
into the complete design and de-
velopment of an important system
or machine. These major execu-
tives may set up schedules because
they are executives but observation
makes it seem quite probable, at
least, that they are executives
largely because of this ability to
evolve schedules which can be met
promptly and economically.
Finding the Problem
Before a schedule can be formu-
lated, however, a general picture
must be conceived of the scope and
divisions of the job at hand. That
is, we must find and define the
problem before we can solve it.
And quite often more acute effort
is required to see what the prob-
lem is, or means, than to find the
answer.
For example, seniors have been
known to complete almost all but
their last semester at Rose ap-
parently without discovering that
the preparation of a thesis is re-
quired. Then they have found
themselves suddenly beset by two
pressing problems—not only the
actual completion of some thesis
project but also the choice of a
suitable project. And not in-
frequently the latter causes more
grief than the former.
Marshaling the Facts
With a reasonably clear defini-
tion of the problem as a starting
point, the next step is to outline
and correlate all the pertinent data
available. In the commercial de-
velopment of a system or machine
this becomes the weighty business
of formally "setting up the require-
ments." In an ambitious thesis
project it may mean compiling a
comprehensive bibliography of re-
ports on similar problems and then
organizing the material thus made
available. Or, in the case of an
examination question, it may sim-
ply mean carefully picking out all
the useful numerical data given
and then leafing through one's
mental files to add necessary con-
version factors or similar informa-
(Continued to page 24)
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A Desk and Spurs
(Continued from page 11)
had suffered. Two mules, mired
to their bellies, had been shot and
a horse with a broken leg had met
a similar fate. Two native guides
picked up along the way. sick of
their jobs, had decamped with two
pistols, and a native fruit farmer
was sueing the whole U. S. Army
because a couple of mules had
trampled a few young orange trees.
Since the third day, the men had
lived on oranges and bananas and
the animals had had no grain. On
the fifth day the train was still
seven miles from Cuipo with noth-
ing before it but solid jungle. A
man had been sent on and had pre-
sumably gotten through to the
camp and was coming back with
help but fearing that this man
might not make the grade, the pack
master had started back 0 Gatun.
He had made his way to the lake
and luckily had hailed a stray
I anana barge coming into Gatun.
Good-bye millennium! A party
was raised, provisions secured and
within a few hours the party was
I' in a commandeered power boat
with the pack master in charge.
This little interruption of our
schedule was unpleasant and dis-
turbing enough 0 have taught me
to keep my feet on terra firma but
lest it fail a little more was in store
for me. In the midst of the pre-
parations kr the relief partv a
wireless message came from the
company at Porto Bello saying
that all the bread had gone over-
board on the trip out that morning
and please to get more out, pronto.
Then, as if to add to the moral ob-
ligation of making a special trip
nI rth, the message told of a native
brush cutter being badly gored by
a wild cow and that he would prob-
ably die if he were not taken very
soon 0 the hospital at Colon. If
it hadn't been kr the poor native,
I think that the message back to
Porto Bello would have suggested
baking powder biscuits or hard
tack for the next few days but
actually it read: "Lagarto launch
will be out tonight with bread and
facilities for taking native to
Colon." Within an hour the
launch had put out in a nasty sea.
with two more boxes of bread, an
improvised cot in her little cabin
and manned by a cussing crew.
The custom in the tropics of
putting on a white uniform after
retreat does much to make one for-
cxet the sweaty incidents of the day.
It is a good bracer arid works won-
ders as a morale booster. A bath,
a suit of whites and a good dinner
IS. -
 the door to another world—
cool and inviting. This particular
day I was quite pleased at the way
the metamorphosis had worked.
Prospects of bridge after dinner
and later a dance at the Coton
Club had made the disturbing hap-
penings of the afternoon pleasant-
ly remote. Dinner was half over
when I was called to the telephone
and greeted by the Chief of the
Lake Police.never krget his
tender reference to the dead:
"We've got that soldier you fel-
lows lost out towards Cuipo a week
A'S . He's been soaking in the lake
kr about five days and he's pretty
bad, and you'd better get some dirt
over him soon. You'll find him in
a kayuka (native canoe) that's tied
up 0 the United Fruit landing at
Gatun dock." Further details can
I. spared. His buddies buried him
in a lonely spot back from the
lake as soon as we could get a grave
dug. There were no music, no
muffled drums, no volleys and no
tAS s—only a half dozen soldiers
with picks and shovels who IS
at attention while the Captain paid
thA last rites.
I had shot my albatross and in
part, at least, had paid for it and
I, for one, no longer cling to a desk
with my spurs.
Thomas A. Edisozi was not an
infallible inventor. He succeeded
in having patented a machine to be
run by vibrations set up by the
human voice. It never worked kr
the simple reason that the vibra-
tions created by one human voice
do not possess enough energy to
run anything worth moving.
Henry Ford once invented a de-
vice for tilting hospital beds, but
S e kund no market kr
Basketball
(Continued from page 18)
Phipps, f. 0 1 4
Alspeck, c. 1 3 0
Ernshaw, c. 0 0 2
Simmons, g. 1 5 0
Marks, g. 0 0 0
Smith, g. 2 0
Totals 6 11 14
ROSE POLY 48.
Fisher, f. 0 0 2
Batman, f. 2 1 1
Reinking, f. 6 4 1
Richards, f. 2 0 4
Morrison, c. 2 0 4
Hylton, c. 1 0 0
Sawyers, g. 5 0 0
Griffith, g. 0 0 0
Yeager, g. 2 2 3
Spangenberg, g. 0 0 0
Kruzan, g. 0 1 0
Totals 20 8 15
Referee: Behrent.
Rose Poly 26, E. I. S. N. 21
Rose Poly gained sweet revenge
on the Charleston Teachers by
handing them a stinging defeat 26
to 21. The first half was fairly
close, the gun firing with the score
12 to 10 Rose. The teachers were
outscored 8 to 7 from the field and
10 to 7 at the charity streak.
Lineup and Summary:
21. FG FT PF
Abraham, f. 1 2 3
Burry, f. 0 0 1
Grafton, f. 2 0 1
Sarver, f. 0 1 1
Fearn, c. 2 0 1
Wassem, g. 1 1 1
VonBehren, g. 1 3 2
TaaN 7 7 10
ROSE POLY 26.
Hylton, f. 1 1 1
Reinking, f. 0 0 0
Richards, f. 1 0 3
Morrison, c. 0 0 2
Batman, f. 1 4 0
Sawyers, g 3 . 2 3
Yeager, g. 2
_
3 2
Totals 8 10 11
Referee: Russell.
Oak. City 32 Rose Poly 27
The Oaks of Oakland City
stopped the Rose winning streak
when it had reached three straight.
The score was 32 to 27. Although
trailing throughout, Rose rallied
near the end of the game to tie the
score at 27, but a determined five
from Oakland City staved off de-
feat by the scant margin of five
points.
(Continued to page 25)
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STEPPING INTO A MODERN WORLD
Striking a balance
for a $4,000,000,000 industry
"On a large scale" describes account-
ing in the Bell System, whose properties
cost more than $4,000,000,000.
On the outgo side are, for example,
four or five hundred million dollars
annually for new construction; vast
sums for keeping telephone equipment
in good order; a payroll running into
undreds of millions a year. Under in-
come are such diverse items as a few
cents for a local telephone call, or thirty
dollars and upward for a call to a city
across the Atlantic.
The men responsible for this phase of
the telephone business have worked out
scientific methods of control—but their
effort to refine old practices and devise
new ones goes on. The opportunity is there
BELL SYSTEM
A. NATION-WIDE SYSTEM OF INTER-CONNECTING TELEPHONES
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HERE'S I
HOW!
Whether you're toasting
a "Lucky" or toasting a
girl one of these new
CARL WOLF SUITS will
help you do either more
gracefully.
They have that certain
something that's put
them where they are on
the university who's who
style chart.
Come in and look them
over. Honestly, they're
the ultimate!
2250 to $ 5 5
Two Trousers if Desired
CARL WOLF
"High in Quality, Low in Price"
631 WABASH AVENUE
HEINL'S
were noted for their Flow-
ers several years before
Rose Polytechnic
was opened.
We can take good care
of all your flower needs.
••••••••
FRED G. HEINL
129 So. 7th
• 
...O....
Regular Commencement
attendance since the first
Class '83 graduated.
Economical Thinking
(Continued from page 21)
tion. For instance, if the answer
required is the force needed to ac-
celerate an aluminum piston of
given dimensions at a certain rate,
the dimensions and acceleration
would be the starting point of the
outline and to this memory might
add the fact that 2.4 is the density
of aluminum.
Filling the Gaps
Now that the outline is started,
the vacant spots become apparent.
Our job then is to dig out the facts
needed to complete the outline or
framework. In the dynamics prob-
lem this merely means finding the
mass by multiplying the density
by the volume—which, of course,
is derived from the dimensions.
In a thesis project, data on large
number of tests to determine cer-
tain characteristics of a particular
piece of apparatus may be required
to complete the outline. In the
development of a machine or sys-
tem, this phase of the solution may
require months of intensive labora-
tory work to find out all the me-
chanical or electrical or chemical
properties of alternative designs.
The Answer
With the outline now complete,
we are ready to state the answer.
And our answer must be arrived
at by a logical process of reason-
ing—either inductive or deductive.
To answer the dynamics prob-
lem we make use of a well-estab-
lished relation of cause and effect,
namely, that the force required is
equal to the product of mass and
acceleration.
In the thesis report the process
is apt to be reversed. A study of
the experimental data obtained
may lead to the formulation of
some generalized law from which
the behavior of similar apparatus
may be predicted in the future.
It is no small task to choose the
best design of a commercial sys-
tem or machine from among a
number of alternative suggestions.
Here the answer requires careful
assimilation of all the data gath-
ered and then a decision based on
sound engineering judgment—a
reliable and well-trained form of
that elusive quality called com-
mon sense.
Summary
To secure the maximum result,
or effect, with minimum expendi-
ture of time and effort, that is, to
achieve economy in thinking, it is
worth while carefully to organize
mental processes and to schedule
work accurately.
The following plan of attack i-
suggested :
(1) Define the problem
(2) Outline the facts and data.
available
(3) Determine what data is re-
quired to complete the outline
(4) Obtain these data
(5) From the completed outline.
or framework, of facts deduce the
answer by known laws or from ex-
perimental judgment.
Most engineering students fol-
low a similar plan without recog-
nizing it as such, but accurate
thinking demands a conscious at-
tempt to organize mental pro-
cesses economically.
Some one has said that an engi-
neer is a man who can guess ac-
curately. Much more than just
this is required of the really use-
ful engineer in a modern organi-
zation. He must not only be able
to guess accurately but also to tell
just how inaccurate his guess is
and why. He must be able to think
economically.
Campus Activities
(Continued from page 19)
Teachers' College in their hall.
Although the decision w a s
against our debaters they exhibited
some unusual talent. The question
was "Resolved that ill time of war
our government shall use only con-
scripted wealth." Two of our de-
oaters appeared for the first time
on a debating team.
In announcing the members of
the affirmative team Prof. Blox-
some also gave the personnel of the
Page 24 The Rose Technic
negative team as follows: James
Skinner, John Povelones, and R.
Mees.
The schedule of debates to date
is as follows: March 20, affirma-
tive team at Franklin; negative
team with Taylor University at
Rose. In April, at the annual
meeting of the A. S. M. E., Rose
will debate with Purdue. The
subject has not been chosen as yet.
Basketball
(Continued from page 22)
Lineup and Summary:
OAKLAND CITY 32. FG FT PF
Dunn, f. 4 0 0
Young, f. 0 0 1
Loge, f. 1 0 0
English, f. 0 0 1
Daubenspeck, c. 2 2 1Smith, g. 3 3 2
Thomas, g. 0 2 4
Hollen, g. 2 1 3
—
—
—
Totals 12 8 12
ROSE POLY 27.
Batman, f. 1 1 1
Richards, f. 3 3 2
Reinking, f. 1 1 3
Morrison, c. 0 0 1
Hylton, c. 1 0 2
Sawyers, g 1 2 2
Yeager, g. 2 3 0
Totals 9 9 11
Referee: McConnell.
BUY
A
0
•
BAUSCH
& LOMB
for
PRECISION
The Contour Meas-
uring Projector—
for the accurate pro-
duction of standard-
ized interchangeable
parts. One of the
Bausch & Lomb
family of precision
instruments for solv-
ing the problems of
industry.
FOR BETTER VISION
ORTHOGON LENSES
BAUSCH & LOMB
OPTICAL COMPANY
•
635 ST. PAUL STREET
ROCHESTER, NEW YORK
Let the Holloway Studio
solve your photo
problems.
In Any Emergency
The Telephone is your first aid
Citizens Independent Telephone Co.
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Mechanical Mismanagement
Robert FinFrock, a., '32
Senior: Wh:It%, the difference be-
tween a girl and a horse?
Junior: I don't know.
Senior: You must have had some
wonderful dates.—Skipper.
"Well, here's where that chicken
enters the ministry," said the dea-
con at Sunday dinner.
"Hope it does better than it did
in lay work," answered his wife.—
Jack O'Lantern.
Farmer: Be this the Woman's
Exchange?
Woman: Yes.
Farmer: Be ye the woman?
Woman: Yes.
Farmer: Well, then, I think I'll
keep Maggie.—Rammer-Jammer.
"Have a sip?"
"Sir. I'm a Sigma Nu."
"Pardon me, take the jug."—
Blue Jacket.
The haughty girl sniffed disdain-
fully a.; the tiny freshman cut in.
"And just why did you have to
cut in when I was dancing?" she
inquired nastily.
The freshman hung his head
with shame. "I'm sorry ma'am,"
he said, "but I'm working my way
through college and your partner
was waving a five dollar bill at
me."—Purple Parrot.
Customer: I would like to see
some kid gloves for my youngest
daughter.
Clerk: White kid?
Customer (boiling) : Sir !—Lyre.
"Maw, kin I go out and play?"
"Not with that dirty neck."
"But, Maw, she's a nice girl."
—Lyre.
Then there was the man who
was cranking an Austin and it
flew out of his hand.—Puppet.
They laughted when I sat down
at the piano.
But they nearly died when I
couldn't find the nickel slot!
—Lyre.
What is this thing called Calculus,
That seems to stump a lot of us?
As in Doc Sousley's class I sit
And tremble at the thought of it.
Can it be that it is all the bunk?
Is that the reason I chose to flunk?
Or is it that I just don't know
How much it means to me to go
Away from Rose with head held high
With a lot of dope and a deep blue sky?
Sometimes I sit and wish that I
Had buckled down and worked like sin.
What a different fix I would now be in!
Student ( writing h o m e)—
"How do you spell 'financially'.?"
Other — "F-i-n-a-n-c-i-a-l-l-y,
and there are two R's in 'embar-
ra ssed'."—Harper'8 Magazine
Niff—"She wears too thin
skirts don't you think?"
Biff—"No, only one."—Chap-
arral.
Captain—"What's he charged
with, Casey?"
Officer—"I don't know the
regular name for it, captain; but
I caught him a-flirtin' in the
park."
Captain—"Oh, that's imper-
sonatin' an officer."—Judge.
The Engineers, the Engineers,
The rough and hairy Engineers,
They break the wheels and crack the
gears,
They never study and have no cares,
The Engineers, the Engineers,
The black and sweaty Engineers,
A bottle of gin and a broken briar,
Of shooting bull they never tire,
The Engineers, the Engineers,
The big and brawny Engineers,
When dangers threaten and mankind
fears,
Whom do they call ?—The Engineers!
Who is the man that designs our pumps
with judgment, skill and care?
Who is the man that builds 'em and
who keeps them in repair?
Who, when there is a breakdown re-
tires to the rear?
The ever-tinkering, never-thinking, Me-
chanical engineer.
Who buys his juce for half a cent and
wants to charge a dime?
Who when we've signed the contract
can't deliver half the time?
Who thinks a loss of 26 per cent is
nothing queer?
The volt-inducing, load-reducing, Elec-
trical engineer.
Who is it that takes a transit out to
find a sewer to tap?
Who, then with care extreme, locates
the junction on the map?
Who is it goes to dig it up and finds
it nowhere near?
l'he mud-bespattered, torn and tattered
Civil engineer.
Who thinks without his produce we
would all be in a lurch?
Who has a heathen idol which he
designates Research?
Who tints the creeks, perfumes the air,
and makes the landscape drear?
The stink-evolving, fas-dissolving,
Chemical engineer.
Who is the man who'll draw a plan
for everything you desire?
From a trans-Atlantic liner to a hair-
pin made of wire?
With "ifs" and "ands", "howe'ers" and
"buts," who makes this meaning
clear?
The work-disdaining, fee-retaining,
Architectural engineer.
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The Automotive Diesel
(Continued from page 9)
exactly, as calculated from figures
in the Oil Price Handbook, the dif-
ference was 4.66 cents per gallon,
wholesale. The reason such sen-
sational low cost runs are made by
diesel motored cars is not the fact
that fuel oil is cheap, but the fact
that no gasoline tax was paid.
Widespread use of such fuels would
cause a tax to be declared on them,
too, for these fuels will be used on
highways just as gasoline is. Since
the average motorist, uses only
about 500 gallons of gasoline per
year, figured on the basis of equal
tax, the actual saving in the annual
fuel bill would be approximately
$25.00; yet on the small margin of
profit it is urged that automobiles
be powered to burn fuel oil. It is
doubtful whether the saving justi-
fies the additional inconvenience of
the fuel oil. It was assumed that
the motor when operated on fuel
oil would consume the same amount
of fuel as it would on gasoline.
This is not true for the saving
would be more largely due to bet-
ter efficiency of the diesel motor
and the higher heating value per
gallon of the heavier fuel. The
difference would not be great, how-
ever. It is also an erroneous as-
sumption that the present grades
of fuel oil would be suitable for
use in automobiles. Only the
lighter fuels are available because
the viscosity must be low in order
that the fuel lines and tank must
not be heated in cold weather.
Moreover, the fuel oils are unre-
fined and contain gum, sulfur, and
even water, and as soon as rigid
specifications covering these unde-
sirable quantities are required, the
small price differential will disap-
pear for the potential supply of
such oils is decreased. The cost
of distribution must be added, also.
Therefore, the diesel motored car
cannot be built on the basis of
cheaper fuel.
In this connection the import-
ance of the relative demand for
gas and fuel oil with respect to
gasoline can be seen when it is re-
membered that while at least 75%
of the fuel oil shown on the chart.
can be converted into gasoline, the
reverse is not true, and, according
to R. E. Wilson of the Standard
Oil Company of Indiana. if the
demand for gas-oil should outstrip
the demand for gasoline, the price
for gas-oil might well go above
that for gasoline, as was the actual
case many years ago. The 47.4%
of fuel oil shown on the chart rep-
resented a daily production of L-
074,900 barrels of fuel oil per day
in 1927. A domestic use was found
for this oil, at a price only 5 to 6
cents cheaper than that of gaso-
line, and only 9,500 barrels found
foreign market. It is interesting
to note that the relative demand
for fuel oil and crude oil has re-
mained practically constant since
1914; in fact the fuel oil produc-
tion in 1914 was 47.2% compared
to 47.4% for 1927. As the chart
shows, the fuel oil supply can be
increased only 17% and that at
the expense of the desirable
"cracked" gasoline, unless the daily
(Continued to page 30)
Again people talk excitedly
of "burning air"
When a public display of gas lighting was given in
London in 1802 to celebrate the Peace of Amiens,
people talked excitedly of burning air. Napoleon
called it a grand folly, and Sir Walter Scott wrote
that the world was going mad.
Thus was ushered in the era of gas illumination.
It lasted for 75 years. Then electricity stole the
field and the gas giant dozed through a quarter
century, used chiefly for kitchen cookery.
Now it reawakens in a changed world, to new pos-
sibilities, greater opportunities. Eighty thousand
miles of pipe lines already laid, extensively equipped
with Crane valves and fittings, prove that the old
problem of transportation is solved. Pipe lines
crisscrossing the country as numerously as electric
power ones are freely predicted.
What has brought this second greater gas era? Pip-
ing materials! Thanks to these, gas is piped from
isolated natural gas fields to users everywhere.
No matter what field of engineering you take up on
graduation, you will find its future and its growth
interwoven with the development of piping mate-
rials. And, as in the past this development has,
time after time, been first reflected in the complete
Crane line, it will pay you to keep in touch with
Crane research and Crane materials.
ICR A N E Ali Fittings
PIPING MATERIALS TO CONVEY AND CONTROL STEAM, LIQUIDS, OIL, GAS, CHEMICALS
CRANE CO., GENERAL OFFICES: 836 S. MICHIGAN AVENUE, CHICAGO
NEW YORK OFFICES: 23 W. 44TH STREET
Branches and Sales Offices in One Hundred and Ninety-six Cities
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Things to Wear
for Men Who Care
Always Pleased to Show You
HERB LEACH
THE QUALITY SHOP
523 Wabash Avenue
All Matters Relating to
Patents and Trademarks
HOOD and HAHN
Arthur M. Hood, Rose '93 H. B. Hood, Rose '24
001 Hume-Mansur Building Indianapolis, Ind.
Zhe new Walk-Over Shoes for men are in novo I
cl/ever were shoes of such qualit8 and
correctness in ever 8 detail, sold for less. - - -
CHENEY'S
WALK OVER BOOT mop
659 WABASH AVENUE
.. 
L
Youritory
in Picture
Leavesitiolhnig
R ANN F-1-0 R D 21 51
•
Alumni
(Continued from page 17)
Claude H. Sweeney was
27 back at school the other
day. Everyone was glad
to see "Red." He is with the In-
diana State Highway Commission,
Indianapolis, Ind.
'28 .1. Leonard Montgomeryis now with the Pilot
and Tube Corporation of
Lawrence, Mass. He was with the
R. C. A.-Victor at Camden, N. J.
T. Lee Berry was married to
Miss Anna Marie Hansert of Terre
Haute on Feb. 1, 1931. (Seems as
if these school-day girls can not
be forgotten). At the present time
Berry is located in Harrisburg,
Penn.. and is working for the
Penn. R. R.
Homer E. Holmes has been
granted a leave of absence for a
year due to his ill health and he
will spend the winter at Los An-
geles, California. His street ad-
dress is 3476 Knollcrest Ave.
Holmes has been with the Illinois
Bell Telephone since he graduated.
Hubert S. Carmack, with Gen-
eral Electric, has been transferred
from Schenectady to Boston, Mass.
Kenneth Alexander has
30 recently become a senior
member of the A. S. C. E.
When he graduated from Rose he
was awarded a junior membership
to the A. S. C. E. for excellent
service to the organization while
he was a student. As a direct re-
sult of such a good start he now
has his senior membership in less
than a year. Alexander is work-
ing for the Peoria and Eastern R.
R., Indianapolis, Ind.
Sheldon Johonnott, '29, and
Richard C. Kadel, '27, were visit-
ing us recently. We were glad to
have both of these men drop in on
us. They enjoyed seeing their old
school. Johonnott is with us quite
a bit, and we are always glad to
see him, just as we would be glad
to see any of our Alumni.
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Fraternities
(Continued from page 20)
Another affair at which the
pledges were the guests of honor,
was the pledge dance held on
Saturday evening of February 28
at the Chapter House. Lowell
Tennis and his orchestra again pre-
sided over the music for the dance
which was chaperoned by Dr. and
Nips. Sousley, and Prof. and Mrs.
Stock.
Theta Kappa Nu
Indiana Gamma of
Theta Kappa Nu
takes the greatest
pleasure in an-
nouncing the pledg-
ing of the follow-
ing men: Eugene Christy. Clyde
Gideon, Joe Moore, John Fuller.
Henry Fick, Wayne Crosson. Rus-
sel Archer, John Hanley. Winfield
Sutton, Clement Gray. Carrol
Loyd, and Emerson Walters. all of
Terre Haute; Rufus Danner, West
Terre Haute; Willis Biggs. Clin-
ton, Ind.; Norman Watson. Hills-
dale, Ind.; Thomas Davies and
Wayne Siegelin, Brazil. Ind.; Rob-
ert Richards, Tipton, Ind.; and
Marshall Powell, Evansville, Ind.
On the evening of February 15.
these men were formally pledged
and following the services they
were entertained with a banquet
given in their honor. Other guests
were Brothers Stock and Osmer,
and Prof. Chinn. Following the
banquet Brother Osmer gave the
pledges a talk concerning their fra-
ternity duties and relations, after
which each of the pledges gave a
short impromptu talk.
The annual Pledge Dance was
held on the evening of February
20, in the Vincenza ballroom of the
Terre Haute House. The room was
beautifully decorated in the fra-
ternity colors, and the banner and
the lighted badge carried out the
effect of the decorations. Paddles
hanging about the room contributed
to the spirit of the affair.
The dance was chaperoned by
Dr. and Mrs. Donald B. Prentice.
Rose Polytechnic Students Who Like to
Save Money Always Buy Their Shirts,
Neckties, Underwear and other Furnishings
in Our Men's Shop!
First Floor-West Entrance
THE ROOT STORE
Freitag-Weinhardt & Co.
Hotel Deming Opposite US
30-32 North Sixth Street
For Electric Hardware Supplies
Plumbing and Heating
Established 35 years Phone Crawford 2394
Zhe Printing
Shop Complete
for
Publications, Catalosues, Labels
Business Forms
Advertising Campaisns
Engraving and Lithographins
Moore-Langen
Printing and Publishing Co.
140 No. 6th Street
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Brother and Mrs. 0. L. Stock, and
Prof. Bloxsome.
On the evening of March 6, an
open house party was held. These
occasions are so thoroughly en-
joyed by everyone that they are to
be held regularly each month.
Theta Xi
Kappa of Theta Xi takes great
pleasure in announcing the pledg-
ing of some of the best men in the
freshman class. They are: Albert
Bard from Brazil, Indiana; Fred
Cromwell and Kenneth Orman,
both from Clay City, Indiana;
Donald Cutts from Tolado, Illi-
nois; Paul Kiefer from Washing-
ton, Indiana; Marvin Giffel, Don-
ald Junker, Norman Keith, Rich-
ard Kiefner, and Paul Smith, all
of Terre Haute.
The formal pledging took place
at the pledge banquet given at
noon Sunday, February 8t14 at the
Deming Hotel.
On the night of February 14th
a house party was given in honor
of the new pledges. Refreshments
were served, and dancing and
games held sway throughout the
evening.
The pledge dance was given
Saturday night, February 21, at
the house. The house was deco-
rated in a fitting manner to wel-
come the new men. The faculty
guests were Lieutenant 0. G.
Hoaas and Miss Martha Royse, and
Lieutenant and Mrs. R. Selee.
Plenty of pep and good music was
furnished by Paul Stewart's or-
chestra. Needless to say, a good
time was had by all.
Jack O'Grady and his Varsity
Entertainers furnished the music
for the occasion and left nothing
lacking in the way of entertain-
ment.
The Automotive Diesel
(Continued from page 27)
production of crude is increased.
There is no need for this economic
waste of crude oil. In the mean-
time, fuel oil is becoming a more
and more desirable commodity and
is ever commanding a better price
due to its increasing industrial
uses. If we view the subject of
diesel motored automobiles from
this viewpoint, there exists no
economic need for them.
Conclusion
Unless the diesel motored car
can be built superior in mechanical
performance to the ordinary auto-
mobile, the probability of develop-
ment is small, for from the eco-
nomic point of view the diesel
motor possesses only a limited ap-
plication.
Acknowledgement
Most of the material presented
came from the Society of Automo-
tive Engineers Journal. Several
books were found useful, among
them, Westcott's "Oil—Its Conser-
vation and Uses."
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•
Good Engineers are an Asset
to Any Country
Industrial Progress
depends upon technically
trained men for Leaders.
The students of technical
schools must assume this
responsibility of leadership
Rose Polytechnic Institute
"A College of Engineering"
Terre Haute - Indiana
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Any commercial metal—steel, castiron,
practically all ferrous and non-ferrous
alloys and non-ferrous metals—can be
joined advantageously by oxiveldins,
At Lehigh University
Packard Laboratory Piping
is Oxwelded
0 XWELDING was selected as the means of installing thepiping system of the James Ward Packard Laboratory
because of its many advantages over other methods of pipe join-
ing. It lowered costs in every step of the installation. Design was
simplified. Fittings were fabricated from standard pipe section.
Weight was reduced. Insulation was facilitated and less time
was required to complete the job. The piping system in this
building is permanent. Every joint is as strong, as tight, as leak-
proof and as lasting as the pipe wall itself.
The oxy-acetylene process of welding and cutting metals has
many other interesting applications in the de-
sign, construction or fabrication of metal parts
or structures. Tomorrow's engineers will be ex-
pected to know how to apply this modern
metal - working process. Several valuable and
interesting technical booklets on design and
applications are available. Write us if you are
interested.
THE LINDE AIR PRODUCTS COMPANY
Unit of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation
126 rroducing Plants 1114.1 627 Warehouse Stocks
IN CANADA, DOMINION OXYGEN COMPANY, LTD., TORONTO
EVERYTHING
FOR OXWELDING
... CUTTING
UNDE OXYGEN
Aebt.066.
*M. V 10 • ttttt 10.
UNION CA.101
26 District Offices
Atlanta Uetroit New Orleans
Baltimore El Paso New York
Birmingham Houston Philadelphia
Boston Kansas City Pittsburgh
Buffalo Los Angeles St. Louis
Chicago Memphis Salt Lake City
Cincinnati Milwaukee San Francisco
Cleveland Minneapolis Seattle
Denver Tulsa
LINDE OXYGEN • PRLS1-0-LITE ACETYLENE • OXWELD APPARATUS AND SUPPLIES • UNION CARBIDE
Light is the first of painters.
— EMERSON
BUILDINGS
in Which
You Take Pride
ON THE CAMPUS, where class buildings
and memorial structures are so often
distinguished by their noble form, flood-
lighting equipment serves to prolong the
enjoyment of their beauty and to enhance
pride in the institution. a a Such an
application is made for the new 165-foot
campanile at South Dakota State — mag-
nificent gift of an alumnus. Electrically
operated chimes sound the hours and
are heard in concerts. At night, shafts of
Drawing of the Coughlin Campanile at South Dakota State College,
Brookings, S. D. Perkins and McWayne, architects
light from General Electric floodlighting projectors effect a picture of superb beauty
done in the school colors and white. From the air, the tower is identified by the
beam from a G-E airway beacon surmounting the floodlighted dome. 0 0 Thus,
G-E equipment plays its part in promoting progress and fine appreciation. Back of
every G-E product is an organization in which college-trained men are largely
responsible for the planning, production, and distribution.
95-767DH
GENERAL 6 ELECTRIC
GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY, SCHENECTADY, NEW YORK
